
Facebook | The Things ThaT ConneCT Us

WaRM UP anD WRiTe DoWn

5 kinds of furniture

4 things in the universe

3 things people tell

2 things people share online

RhyMes
Write a rhyme for each word below. Use 
each word in a sentence.

a)  chair b)  enough  

c)  vast d)  dark 

e)  alone f )  joke

Read the text. Fill in the gaps with words from the box.

Facebook     up     enough     together     break     share     stories     anyone

chairs are made so that people can sit down and take a (1) _________________.

(2) __________________ can sit on a chair. and if the chair is large (3) _______________, they 
can sit down together and tell jokes or make up (4) ______________ or just listen.

chairs are for people and that is why chairs are like (5) _______________.

Doorbells. airplanes. bridges. These are things that people use to get (6) _____________ so 
they can open (7) __________________ and connect about ideas and music and other things 
that people (8) __________________ .

a) tell   have   sit   use

b) things   chairs   reason   makes

c) nation   wonder   connect   share
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each question below has four words. Which 
one word in each group is different? explain 
your answers with a logical reason. 

oDD WoRD oUT
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lisTen anD Fill in The BlanKs

chairs. chairs are (1) _______________ that people can sit down and (2) _________________ 
break.

anyone can (3) _____________ a chair. and if the chair is large (4) ___________________, 
they can sit down together and tell jokes or (5) ________________ stories or just listen.

chairs are for people and that is why (6) _________________ like Facebook.

Doorbells. airplanes. (7) ___________________ .

These are things that people use to (8) _____________________ so they can open up and 
connect about (9) __________________music and other things that people share.

Dance floors. basketball. a great nation.

a great nation is something that (10) __________________ so they can have a place where 
they belong.

The (11) ______________________ .

It is (12) _____________________ dark and makes us wonder if we are alone.

So maybe the (13) ___________________make all of these things is to remind ourselves that 
we are (14) ___________________ .

06 Main iDeas

1. How is Facebook like a chair?

2. How is Facebook like a bridge?

3. What is the connection between the uni-
verse and Facebook?

4. according to the story, why do people build  
things like doorbells, airplanes and a na-
tion?

07 ChiT ChaT

1. Do you have a Facebook page?

2. What do you think about Facebook?

3. What are the pros and cons of Facebook 
and other social media sites?
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